OCM Education and Outreach
Project Journey Log

Amplify My Practice
pilot project
in partnership with Artswork
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In the lead up to the summer holidays in 2014 OCM’s Education and Outreach
Officer Jordon Maynard-Daley made contact with Dan Parasol to discuss delivering
some music session with young people he works with on the Parasol Project.

The Parasol Project is a youth project that engage with a wide range of mixed ability
young people ranging from your average typical teenager to young people with
disabilities and special education needs.
At OCM we are committed in supporting our music leaders so they can deliver
effective and inclusive music projects for our participants.
In order to ensure that this happens on the Parasol Project Jordon was able to secure
some funding from Artswork to deliver a CPD session for music leaders in the
creative and cultural sector with an interest in working with special needs and
disabilities. Some of these leaders would be working on the Parasol Project, so we
wanted to “Amplify their practice” by supporting them in ensuring the delivery of an
inclusive, effective and high quality project sessions with the Parasol project and
beyond.
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With funding from Artswork OCM were able to run a ½ day training session in
disability awareness for music leaders.

Graham Dowdall from The Drake Music training team came and facilitated a
session on disability awareness and how those present could adapt their current
practice to ensure their methods were inclusive and effective for working with
young people with learning difficulties and learning disabilities
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Morning slot
In the morning session we unpacked terminology and the correct language to be
used when working with participants with learning difficulties and disabilities.
We looked at the differences between learning difficulties and disabilities and
looked at the general characteristics a person with a distinct learning difficulty or
disability would have in order for the music leaders to think how they may adapt
their session plans either in advance or on the spot in order to cater for that
persons needs.
Afternoon Slot

This was a practical session.
Music leaders brought in their own equipment and sessions plans relating to typical
workshops that they deliver and everyone contributed ideas for how sessions could be
adapted based on what they learnt in the morning session.
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“Some new apps for my iPhone and IPad!! Good reflection
opportunity. Enjoyed meeting group and learning their ideas.”
“I feel a lot more confident, and have a greater understanding.”

“Opened my mind to a new world. New perspectives and a better understanding of disabilities.”

“I will be aware of what I need to do plan and structure my workshops
and help my direction. It was great.”
“Helped me reflect more on my music project and how to plan more effectively.”
“It will help me transfer vital skills to young people with special needs and beyond.”
I have learnt many new techniques and a better understanding of those with disability
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1 ½ day training session

9 Music leaders trained

1 training facilitator

8/9 of the music leaders gained all they hoped to from the session, the remainder
partly gained all.
The average attendee increased in confidence for working with young people from SEN
backgrounds by 75%
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This project has confirmed that there is a very strong case for music leader development in
the creative and cultural sector. Everyone involved truly gained something tangible by
attending.

This project is part of OCM’s longer term strategy to strengthening the sector. By investing in
sessions like this, both OCM and other organisations in the South East will benefit from
skilled practitioners, who will be able to deliver highly effective workshops to young people
and communities. Those young people and communities will in turn reap the rewards of this
investment. OCM hopes to be able to deliver more projects like this in the future.
Thank you to Artswork Bridge Organisation, particularly Trevor Harris and Ruth Taylor, for
funding this project. Also, thank you to Graham Dowdall who facilitated an excellent session
and all those that attended.

